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TIGERS CONDEMN AIRPORT MASSACRE AS A CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY.
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We the Liberation Tigers Of Thamil Ealam are outraged and shocked
at the devastating bomb blast at Meenasibakam airport,that tragi-
cally killed and maimed several innocent people,while expressing
our profound sympathy to the innocent victims of the explosion,
we accuse the government of Sri Lanka and its allies of interna-
tional subversion for this mindless massacre of innocent people.

We condemn this act as a horrendous crime against humanity.The
sophisticated nature of the whole operation clearly indicates
it is the diabolical work of the Sri Lanka government with the
active connivance of the Israeli "MGSSAD" and the CIA to dis-
credit and undermine the legitimate struggle of Ealam Tamils.
This dirty work was primarily aimed at creating suspicion over
the Tamil militant youths who have sought refuge in Tamil Nadu
from the repressive Sri Lankan regime.The objective of this
subversive agencies is to confuse the people of Tamil Nadu and
seriously embarass the govt. of India,Having failed in their
persistant attempt to seek the extradition of Tamil youths whom
they categorise as terrorists the Sri Lankan government has
attempted this notorious plot to indict them with international
terrorism.

We firmly believe that the Israeli MOSSAD who are highly experi-
enced in such acts of sabotage and subversion is behind this
whole episode.The arm of global imperialism and Zionism has
reached out to South Indian city in the form of terrorist attack
aimed at systematic destabilisation of the Indian Nation. .

We call upon the government of India and the people of Tamil Nadu
to be alert,not to be confused over the vicious campaign of
forces of reaction,We are confident that our brotheren in Tamil
Nadu will stand firm in their support for the pathetic plight
of the Tamils in Ealatn.

S.Subramaniam
Political Committee
Liberation Tigers Of Thamil Ealam
(This statement is released on behalf of V.Pirabhakaran,Leader
and military commander of LTTE.)

Madras,4th.August 1984.
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